Communication Engg.
with external Poisson arrivals and exponential service times, Al < pl, JZ < pz, JI +~z < P3, and the queues Q1 and Q2 being stationary.
The model in Figure  3 is mapped onto the distributed simulater in Figure  4 , -2, -1} U {1, 2,3,4,~. .} with transition proba-,. (ii){Xn, n~O} is null recurrent when AIVZ = AZVI dkorrlered stream + "'"'"C" F Proof:
Consider the message with sequence number n.
It is in stream 1 with probability al and in stream 2 with probability u'. Using the representation of rn in terms of {a&)} and {a$)} given above.
.*P((-~X2-Y(2)+> l')
where with probability Cl (-Xi ) has distribution~( l) with probability U2 Xi has distribution 
(1 -CY)C7'e-~z'l j = -1 (iii) Proof (i) j = i + 1 if the (n + l)st arrival is from stream 1 (probability a).
In that case~n+l = I-n, and TI=SI, T2=S2, ..., Ti = S$, Tz+l N Eq(A1) and is independent of the others; (here -is to be read "is distributed as" ).
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